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Wonder Questions
Cloud have been a common interest for the students since the beginning of the year. We 

noticed the different shapes, the different colours, the different lines they make in the sky. We 

spent a lot of our time during our morning nature walks to stop, observe, and discuss the 

cloud formations. Slowly, we began to expand their thinking by asking wonder questions. 

Why do the clouds look different than yesterday's clouds? Do you see any that are similar?

Foggy Days

We experienced many foggy days in December and January. The students were excited 

to go find the fog, try to catch it, try to feel it on their skin or notice what happened to their 

jackets as we walked through the thick fog ("My jacket is wet!"). Some students noticed that 

the fog looked very similar to clouds which then began a discussion about the water cycle. 

After a trip to the library, we now had a big collection of books about rain, clouds, and water. 

We were lucky that the weather was nice enough on Wednesday to bring the books outside 

so we could look a bit more closely at the clouds in the sky. Anthony noticed that "the rainy 

clouds are always dark, I don't know why." Emmalyn saw a big cloud and noticed that it was 

moving across the sky. Bernice noticed that "the clouds look like paper."  Alex observed that 

the clouds were all moving away in the same direction - "why are they all moving away?" 

The excitement of trying to label all the different types of clouds kept the students busy 

for a long time. Sometimes they would lie on the ground so they could be comfortable 

looking up at the sky.  Then they would rush over to find a book and look up which type of 

cloud they found. We ended our wilderness Wednesday exploration by asking, "I wonder 

how the clouds would change if the wind changed?" 
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